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Car Charger 2xUSB 30W Duracell (Black)
Duracell 2xUSB car charger, 30W (black)
A car charger is an essential  accessory for any driver.  Now you can charge up to 2 devices at the same time while traveling with the
Duracell  car  charger  with  a  maximum  power  of  30W.  The  compact  charger  is  equipped  with  2  USB-A  ports  and  features  wide
compatibility.  It  supports  Quick  Charge  3.0  fast  charging  technology  and  charges  6x  faster  than  standard  5W  chargers.  Using  the
DR6010A, you'll always arrive at your destination with your devices charged!
 
Fast charging 
Are you facing a long car trip and your smartphone is close to being discharged? Or maybe you are in a hurry to get to work and forgot to
charge your phone? Duracell car charger will solve any of your problems! The product supports QC 3.0 fast charging with up to 30W - it
charges up to 6 times faster than a standard 5W charger. So you can renew the energy in your device in a short time. 
 
Up to 2 devices simultaneously
Conveniently charge up to two devices at the same time while traveling in the car. The charger is equipped with 2 USB-A ports, so you
can easily charge, for example, a smartphone and a smartwatch at the same time. 
 
Wide compatibility
Compatibility problems are a thing of the past. The charger stands out for its wide compatibility. It works perfectly with smartphones or
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tablets of different brands. It will also work well for charging a powerbank or wireless headphones.
 
Specification:
	Manufacturer 
	Duracell
	Model 
	DR6010A
	Voltage 
	5 V
	Maximum power 
	30 W
	USB-A1 QC3.0 output current
	5V/3A, 9V/2A (18W) 
	USB-A2 current
	2.4A
	Ports 
	2xUSB-A
	Dimensions 
	73 x 33 x 33 mm
	Weight 
	28 g
	Color 
	Black
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Preço:

€ 12.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Carregadores, Car chargers
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